We provide a corrector theory for the strong approximation of fields inside composites made from two materials with different power-law behavior. The correctors are used to develop bounds on the local singularity strength for gradient fields inside micro-structured media. The bounds are multi-scale in nature and can be used to measure the amplification of applied macroscopic fields by the micro-structure.
Introduction
In this article we consider boundary value problems associated with fields inside heterogeneous materials made from two power-law materials. The geometry of the composite is periodic and is specified by the indicator function of the sets occupied by each of the materials. The indicator functions of material one and two are denoted by χ 1 and χ 2 , where χ 1 (y) = 1 in material one and is zero outside and χ 2 (y) = 1 − χ 1 (y). The constitutive law for the heterogeneous medium is described by A : R n × R n → R n , A( y, ξ) = σ (y)|ξ | p( y)−2 ξ, (1.1) with σ (y) = χ 1 (y)σ 1 + χ 2 (y)σ 2 , and p( y) = χ 1 (y)p 1 + χ 2 (y)p 2 , periodic in y, with unit period cell Y = (0, 1) n . This simple constitutive model is used in the mathematical description of many physical phenomena including plasticity [17, 18, 20, 10] , nonlinear dielectrics [9, 8, 12, 21, 22] , and fluid flow [19, 2] . We study the problem of periodic homogenization associated with the solutions u to the problems
(Ω), (1.2) where Ω is a bounded open subset of R n , 2 p 1 p 2 , f ∈ W −1,q 2 (Ω), and 1/p 1 + 1/q 2 = 1. The differential operator appearing on the left-hand side of (1.2) is commonly referred to as the p (x)-Laplacian. For the case at hand, the exponents p(x) and coefficients σ (x) are taken to be simple functions. Because the level sets associated with these functions can ✩ This research was supported by the NSF Grant DMS-0807265 and the AFOSR Grant FA9550-08-1-0095.
be quite general and irregular they are referred to as rough exponents and coefficients. In this context all solutions are understood in the usual weak sense [26] .
One of the basic problems in homogenization theory is to understand the asymptotic behavior as → 0, of the solutions u to the problems (1.2) . It was proved in [26] that {u } >0 converges weakly in W 1,p 1 (Ω) to the solution u of the homogenized problem −div b(∇u) = f on Ω, u ∈ W 1,p 1 0 (Ω), (1.3) where the monotone map b : R n → R n (independent of f and Ω) can be obtained by solving an auxiliary problem for the operator (1.2) on a periodicity cell.
The notion of homogenization is intimately tied to the Γ -convergence of a suitable family of energy functionals I as → 0 [5, 26] . Here the connection is natural in that the family of boundary value problems (1. 3) corresponds to the Euler equations of the associated energy functionals I and the solutions u are their minimizers. The homogenized solution is precisely the minimizer of the Γ -limit of the sequence {I } >0 . The connections between Γ limits and homogenization for the power-law materials studied here can be found in [26] . The explicit formula for the Γ -limit of the associated energy functionals for layered materials was obtained recently in [16] .
Homogenization theory relates the average behavior seen at large length scales to the underlying heterogeneous structure. It allows one to approximate {∇u } >0 in terms of ∇u, where u is the solution of the homogenized problem (1.3) . The homogenization result given in [26] shows that the average of the error incurred in this approximation of ∇u decays to 0.
On the other hand it is well known [11] that the presence of large local fields either electric or mechanical often precedes the onset of material failure. For composite materials the presence of the heterogeneity can amplify the applied load and generate local fields with very high intensities. The goal of the analysis presented here is to develop tools for quantifying the effect of load transfer between length scales inside heterogeneous media. In this article we provide methods for quantitatively measuring the excursions of local fields generated by applied loads. We present a new corrector result that delivers an approximation to ∇u up to an error that converges to zero strongly in the norm. Our approach delivers strong approximations for the gradients inside each phase, see Section 2.2.1.
The strong approximations are used to develop new tools that provide lower bounds on the local gradient field intensity inside micro-structured media. The bounds are expressed in terms of the L q norms of gradients of the solutions of the local corrector problems. These results provide a lower bound on the amplification of the macroscopic (average) gradient field by the micro-structure. The bounds are shown to hold for every q for which the gradient of the corrector is L q integrable, see Section 2.2.2. The critical values of q for which these moments diverge provide lower bounds on the L q integrability of the gradients ∇u when is sufficiently small. In [13] , similar lower bounds are established for field concentrations for mixtures of linear electrical conductors in the context of two scale convergence.
The corrector results are presented for layered materials and for dispersions of inclusions embedded inside a host medium. For the dispersed micro-structures the included material is taken to have the lower power-law exponent than that of the host phase. For both of these cases it is shown that the homogenized solution lies in W 1,p 2 0 (Ω). We use this higher order integrability to provide an algorithm for building correctors and construct a sequence of strong approximations to the gradients inside each material, see Theorem 2.6. When the host phase has a lower power-law exponent than the included phase one can only conclude that the homogenized solution lies in W 1,p 1 0 (Ω) and the techniques developed here do not apply.
The earlier work of [6] provides the corrector theory for homogenization of monotone operators that in our case applies to composite materials made from constituents having the same power-law growth but with rough coefficients σ (x). The corrector theory for monotone operators with uniform power-law growth is developed further in [7] , where it is used to extend multi-scale finite element methods to nonlinear equations for stationary random media. Recent work considers the homogenization of p (x)-Laplacian boundary value problems for smooth exponential functions p (x) uniformly converging to a limit function p 0 (x) [1] . There the convergence of the family of solutions for these homogenization problems is expressed in the topology of L p 0 (·) (Ω) [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the problem and formulate the main results. Section 3 contains the proof of the properties of the homogenized operator. Section 4 is devoted to proving the higher order integrability of the homogenized solution. Section 5 contains lemmas and integral inequalities for the correctors used to prove the main results. Section 6 contains the proof of the main results.
Statement of the problem and main results

Notation
In this paper we consider two nonlinear power-law materials periodically distributed inside a domain Ω ⊂ R n . The periodic mixture is described as follows. We introduce the unit period cell Y = (0, 1) n of the micro-structure. Let F be an open subset of Y of material one, with smooth boundary ∂ F , such that F ⊂ Y . The function χ 1 (y) = 1 inside F and 0 outside and χ 2 (y) = 1 − χ 1 (y). We extend χ 1 (y) and χ 2 (y) by periodicity to R n and the -periodic mixture inside Ω is described by the oscillatory characteristic functions χ 1 (x) = χ 1 (x/ ) and χ 2 (x) = χ 2 (x/ ). Here we will consider the case where F is given by a simply connected inclusion embedded inside a host material (see Fig. 1 ). A distribution of such inclusions is commonly referred to as a periodic dispersion of inclusions.
In this article we also consider layered materials. For this case the representative unit cell consists of a layer of material one, denoted by R 1 , sandwiched between layers of material two, denoted by R 2 . The interior boundary of R 1 is denoted by Γ . Here χ 1 (y) = 1 for y ∈ R 1 and 0 in R 2 , and χ 2 (y) = 1 − χ 1 (y) (see Fig. 2 ).
On the unit cell Y , the constitutive law for the nonlinear material is given by (1.1) with exponents p 1 and p 2 satisfying 2 p 1 p 2 . Their Hölder conjugates are denoted by q 2 = p 1 /(p 1 − 1) and 
The Euclidean norm and the scalar product in R n are denoted by | · | and (·,·), respectively. If A ⊂ R n , |A| denotes the Lebesgue measure and χ A (x) denotes its characteristic function.
The constitutive law for the -periodic composite is described by A (x, ξ) = A(x/ , ξ), for every > 0, for every x ∈ Ω, and for every ξ ∈ R n .
A calculation shows [3] that there exist constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that for almost every x ∈ R n and for every ξ ∈ R n , A satisfies the following:
(1) For all ξ ∈ R n , A(·, ξ) is Y -periodic and Lebesgue measurable.
(2) |A(y, 0)| = 0 for all y ∈ R n .
(3) Continuity
A( y, ξ 1 ) − A( y, ξ 2 )
(2.2)
Dirichlet boundary value problem
We shall consider the following Dirichlet boundary value problem
The following homogenization result holds. [26] .) As → 0, the solutions u of (2.3) converge weakly to u in W 1,
Theorem 2.1 (Homogenization theorem). (See
(Ω);
(2.5) and the function b : R n → R n is defined for all ξ ∈ R n by b(ξ ) = Y A y, p( y, ξ) dy,
7)
where υ ξ is the solution to the cell problem:
The following a priori bound is satisfied
where C does not depend on . The proof of this bound is given in Lemma 5.5.
Remark 2.3. The function b, defined in (2.6), satisfies the following properties for every ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ R n .
(1) Continuity: There exists a positive constant C 1 such that
(2.10)
(2) Monotonicity: There exists a positive constant C 2 such that
Properties (2.10) and (2.11) are proved in Section 3.
Remark 2.4.
Since the solution υ ξ of (2.8) can be extended by periodicity to a function of W 1,p 1 (2.14) where υ ξ is the unique solution of (2.8). The functions p and p are easily seen to have the following properties
p( y, 0) = 0 for almost every y,
We now state the higher order integrability properties of the homogenized solution for periodic dispersions of inclusions and layered micro-geometries. Theorem 2.5. Given a periodic dispersion of inclusions or a layered material then the solution u of (2.4) belongs to W 1,p 2 0
(Ω).
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4.
Statement of the corrector theorem
We now describe the family of correctors that provide a strong approximation of the sequence {χ i ∇u } >0 in the L p i (Ω, R n ) norm. We denote the rescaled period cell with side length > 0 by Y and write
The family M has the following properties: [23] ).
(2) M (ϕ) → ϕ a.e. on Ω (see [23] ).
The strong approximation to the sequence {χ i ∇u } >0 is given by the following corrector theorem. 
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is given in Section 6.1.
Lower bounds on the local amplification of the macroscopic field
We display lower bounds on the L q norm of the gradient fields inside each material that are given in terms of the correctors presented in Theorem 2.6. We begin by presenting a general lower bound that holds for the composition of the sequence {χ i ∇u } >0 with any non-negative Carathéodory function. Recall that ψ : Ω × R n → R is a Carathéodory function if ψ(x, ·) is continuous for almost every x ∈ Ω and if ψ(·, λ) is measurable in x for every λ ∈ R n . The lower bound on the sequence obtained by the composition of ψ(x, ·) with χ i (x)∇u (x) is given by 
, then the inequality becomes an equality.
In particular, for ψ(x, λ) = |λ| q with q 2, we have
(2.22) Theorem 2.7 together with (2.22) provide explicit lower bounds on the gradient field inside each material. It relates the local excursions of the gradient inside each phase χ i ∇u to the average gradient ∇u through the multi-scale quantity given by the corrector p( y, ∇u(x)). It is clear from (2.22) that the L q (Y × Ω; R n ) integrability of p( y, ∇u(x)) provides a lower bound on the L q (Ω; R n ) integrability of ∇u .
The proof of Theorem 2.7 is given in Section 6.2.
Properties of the homogenized operator b
In this section, we prove properties (2.10) and (2.11) of the homogenized operator b. In the rest of the paper, the letter C will represent a generic positive constant independent of , and it can take different values.
Proof of (2.11)
3.2. Proof of (2.10) (2.6) , the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 5.1, and Young's inequality we obtain
Rearranging the terms in (3.1), and taking δ small enough we obtain (2.10).
Higher order integrability of the homogenized solution
In this section we display higher integrability results for the field gradients inside dispersed micro-structures and layered materials. For dispersions of inclusions, the included material is taken to have a lower power-law exponent than that of the host phase. For both of these cases it is shown that the homogenized solution lies in W 1,p 2 0 (Ω). In the following sections we will apply these facts to establish strong approximations for the sequences {χ i ∇u } >0 in L p 2 (Ω, R n ). The approach taken here is variational and uses the homogenized Lagrangian associated with b(ξ ) defined in (2.6) . The integrability of the homogenized solution u of (2.4) is determined by the growth of the homogenized Lagrangian with respect to its argument.
To proceed we introduce the local Lagrangian associated with power-law composites. The Lagrangian corresponding to the problem studied here is given bỹ
We consider the rescaled Lagrangiañ
The Dirichlet problem given by (2.3) is associated with the variational problem given by
3) is the Euler equation for (4.3). However, we also consider [24] ). Here ·,· is the duality pairing between W 1,p 1 0
(Ω) and W −1,q 2 (Ω). From [26] , we have lim →0 E i = E i , for i = 1, 2, where
In general (see [25] ), Lavrentiev phenomenon can occur and E 1 < E 2 . However, for periodic dispersed and layered microstructures, no Lavrentiev phenomenon occurs and we have the following homogenization theorem. 
Proof. Theorem 4.1 has been proved for dispersed periodic media in [26] . We prove Theorem 4.1 for layers following the steps outlined in [26] .
We first show thatf =f 1 =f 2 holds for layered media. Then we show that the homogenized Lagrangianf satisfies the estimate given by
with c 0 0, and c 1 , c 2 > 0.
We introduce the space of functions W 1,p 2 * (R 2 ) that belong to W 1,p 2 (R 2 ) and are periodic on ∂ R 2 ∩ ∂ Y .
To prove thatf 1 =f 2 , it suffices to show that for every v ∈ W 
Denote each of these reflections by v L and v R . Next introduce the smooth functions ϕ L and ϕ R , with ϕ L (y) = 1 for y ∈ R 2,L and compact support in R 1 and ϕ R = 1 for y ∈ R 2,R with compact support in R 1 . Here the support sets of ϕ L and ϕ R do not intersect. The extension is given bỹ
Thereforef =f 1 =f 2 for layered media.
We establish (4.8) by introducing the convex conjugate off . We denote the convex dual off i (ξ ) byĝ i (ξ ); i.e.,ĝ i (ξ ) = sup λ∈R n {ξ · λ −f i (λ)}. It is easily verified (see [24] ) that 
Here Sol q i (Y ) are the solenoidal vector fields belonging to L q i (Y , R n ) and having mean value zero
We will show thatĝ =ĝ 1 =ĝ 2 satisfiesĝ(ξ ) c 2 |ξ | q 1 + c 1 , and apply duality to recoverf (ξ ) c * 2 |ξ | p 2 + c * To get the upper bound onĝ we use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.
There exists τ with div τ = 0 in Y , such that τ · n is anti-periodic on the boundary of Y , τ = −ξ in R 1 , and Y τ (y)
where the subscript 1 indicates the trace on the R 1 side of Γ and 2 indicates the trace on the R 2 side of Γ . The Neumann problem given above is the stationarity condition for the energy R 2 |∇φ| p 2 dx − Γ φξ · n dS when minimized over all φ ∈ W 1,p 2 * (R 2 ). The solution of the Neumann problem is unique up to a constant. Here the anti-periodic boundary condition on ∇ϕ|∇ϕ| p−2 · n is the natural boundary condition for the problem. Now we define τ according to
and it follows that Therefore, using (4.12) and (4.14), we have Y τ (y)
Takingĝ to be the conjugate off , and choosing τ in Sol q 1 (Y ) as in Lemma 4.2, we obtaiñ (Ω).
Some useful lemmas and estimates
In this section we state and prove a priori bounds and convergence properties for the sequences p defined in (2.14), ∇u , and A (x, p (x, ∇u )) that are used in the proof of the main results of this paper.
and by a change of variables, we obtain
Integrating both sides over Y , using (2.1), and Young's inequality, we get Y χ 1 (y) p( y, ξ)
Doing some algebraic manipulations, we obtain
On choosing an appropriate δ, we finally obtain (5.1). 2
and by doing a change of variables, we obtain 
Using Hölder's inequality in the first term with r 1 = p 1 /(p 1 − 2), r 2 = p 1 , r 3 = p 1 , and in the second term with s 1 = p 2 /(p 2 − 2), s 2 = p 2 , s 3 = p 2 , and using Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
and let Ψ be a simple function of the form 
Proof. Let Ψ be of the form (5.5) . For every > 0, let us denote Ω = i∈I Y i ; and for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, we set
For sufficiently small Ω j ( j = 0) is contained in Ω . From (5.5), (2.20) , using the fact that Ω j ⊂ E j ∪ F j , Lemma 5.2, and Hölder's inequality it follows that
Since |∂Ω j | = 0 for j = 0, we have that |F j | → 0 as → 0, for every j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m.
By property (1) of M mentioned in Section 2.2.1, we have
Therefore, taking lim sup as → 0 in (5.7), we obtain (5.6). 2 Lemma 5.4. If the micro-structure is dispersed or layered, we have that
Proof. Using (2.20), we have
where the last three inequalities follow from Lemma 5.1, Jensen's inequality, and Theorem 2.5. 2 Lemma 5.5. Let u be the solution to (2.3). Then (2.9) holds.
Proof. Evaluating u in the weak formulation for (2.3), applying Hölder's inequality, and since f ∈ W −1,q 2 (Ω), we obtain
Applying Young's inequality to the last term in (5.8), we obtain
By rearranging the terms in (5.9), one gets
Therefore, by choosing δ small enough so that min{σ 1 − C δ p 1
Lemma 5.6. For all j = 0, . . . ,m, we have that Ω j |(A (x, p (x, η j )), ∇u (x))| dx and Ω j |(A (x, ∇u (x)), p (x, η j ))| dx are uniformly bounded with respect to .
Proof. Using Hölder's inequality, (2.1), and (2.9), we obtain
The proof of the uniform boundedness of Ω j |(A (x, ∇u (x)), p (x, η j ))| dx follows in the same manner. 2 Lemma 5.7. As → 0, up to a subsequence, (A (·, p (·, η j )), ∇u (·)) converges weakly to a function g j ∈ L 1 (Ω j ; R), for all j = 0, . . . ,m. In a similar way, up to a subsequence, (A (·, ∇u (·)), p (·, η j )) converges weakly to a function h j ∈ L 1 (Ω j ; R), for all j = 0, . . . ,m.
Proof. We prove the first statement of the lemma, the second statement follows in a similar way. The lemma follows from the Dunford-Pettis theorem (see [4] ). To apply this theorem we establish the following conditions:
(2) For all j = 0, . . . ,m, (A (·, p (·, η j )), ∇u (·)) is equiintegrable.
The first condition is proved in Lemma 5.6. For the second condition, we have that χ 1 (·)|A (·, p (·, η j ))| q 2 and χ 2 (·)|A (·, p (·, η j ))| q 1 are equiintegrable (see for example Theorem 1.5 of [4] ).
By (2.9), for any E ⊂ Ω, we have
Let α > 0 arbitrary and choose α 1 > 0 and α 2 > 0 such that α 1/q 2 1 + α 1/q 1 2 < α/C. For α 1 and α 2 , there exist λ(α 1 ) > 0 and λ(α 2 ) > 0 such that for every E ⊂ Ω with |E| < min{λ(α 1 ), λ(α 2 )},
for every α > 0, and so (A (·, p (·, η j )), ∇u (·)) is equiintegrable. 2 6. Proof of the main results
Proof of the corrector theorem
We are now in the position to give the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let u ∈ W 1,p 1 0
(Ω) the solutions of (2.3). By (2.2), we have that
To prove Theorem 2.6, we show that
goes to 0, as → 0. This is done in four steps.
In what follows, we use the following notation
Step 
By (2.10), the definition of q 1 , and Hölder's inequality we have
Step 2. We now show that
Proof. Let δ > 0. From Theorem 2.5 we have ∇u ∈ L p 2 (Ω; R n ) and there exists a simple function Ψ satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 such that ∇u − Ψ L p 2 (Ω;R n ) δ.
We first show that
Now from (2.19), we have that A (·, p (·, η j )) b(η j ) ∈ L q 2 (Ω j ; R n ), and by (2.12) , Ω j (A (x, p (x, η j ) ), ∇ϕ(x)) dx = 0, for ϕ ∈ W 1,p 1 0 (Ω j ).
Taking the limit as → 0, and using the fact that u u in W (Ω) and (2.19), we have by Lemma 5.7 that
Therefore, we may conclude that
On the other hand, let us estimate
By (2.1) and Hölder's inequality we obtain
Applying (2.9), (5.4), and Lemma 5.1 to the right-hand side of (6.5), we obtain
Applying Lemma 5.3 and (6.4) to (6.6), we discover that lim sup
where C is independent of δ. Since δ is arbitrary we conclude that the limit on the left-hand side of (6.7) is equal to 0.
Finally, using the continuity of b and Hölder's inequality we obtain
where C does not depend on δ.
Step 2 is proved noticing that δ can be taken arbitrarily small. 2
Step 3. We will show that From Lemma 5.7, up to a subsequence, (A (·, ∇u ), p (·, η j )) converges weakly to a function h j ∈ L 1 (Ω j ; R), as → 0.
By Theorem 2.1, we have A (·, ∇u ) b(∇u) ∈ L q 2 (Ω; R n ) and −div A (x, ∇u ) = f = −div b(∇u) .
From (2.17), p satisfies p (·, η j ) η j in L p 1 (Ω j , R n ). Arguing as in Step 2, we find that (A (x, ∇u (x)), p (x, η j )) (b(∇u(x)), η j ) in D (Ω j ), as → 0. Therefore, we may conclude that h j = (b(∇u), η j ), and hence, where C does not depend on δ.
Hence, proceeding as in Step 2, we find that lim sup
where C is independent of δ. Now since δ is arbitrarily small, the proof of Step 3 is complete. 2 , u = f , u , (6.11) and u u in W 1,p 1 (Ω), the result follows immediately. 2
Finally, Theorem 2.6 follows from (6.1), (6.3), (6.8) and (6.9). 2
Proof of the lower bound on the amplification of the macroscopic field by the micro-structure
The sequence {χ i (x)∇u (x)} >0 has a Young measure ν i = {ν i x } x∈Ω associated to it (see Theorem 6.2 and the discussion following in [14] ), for i = 1, 2.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.6 proved in the previous section, we have that Proof. To prove (6.12), we will show that given φ ∈ C 0 (R n ) and ζ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ), 
